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Scope - Elections Area

Patricia Berman

The DLANC website requires a new section to provide information about the upcoing elections for the council. A new top level menu item will be created and will link
to a page that includes information about the election - locations and times, voter
eligibility and boundary maps, etc... Additionally, this section of the site will contain
information about the candidates running for the council, including a candidateprovided statement and photo. Wherever applicable, the election section of the
DLANC website will link to pertinent areas of the Department of Neighborhood
Empowerment website. A QR code that links to the election page will be created so
that DLANC can post it on various promotional materials and display it at outreach
events.

patti.berman@dlanc.com

Scope - Finance Area & Various Improvements
The DLANC website requires a new section to publicly display the council’s financial activity. A page will show a reverse chronological list of statements grouped by
month and year. Each statement will be a PDF file posted by the council treasurer.
A link to this section will appear under the “About” menu on the website.
In addition to this, the site needs various updates and fixes, including the addition
of any new working groups and committees, archiving of any disbanded working
groups and committees, and some small bug fixes. The VP of Outreach & Communication has also requested an easier workflow and more images to use for the
homepage slider, so that it may be more frequently updated.
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Estimate - Elections Area

DLANC
Page with election information (3 hrs @ $50/hr)

$ 150.00

Candidate profile area (4 hrs)

$ 200.00

patti.berman@dlanc.com
Nirad Gupta

Subtotal: 7 hours

$350.00

nirad@nirad.com
www.bitsift.com
(323)-252-4686

Estimate - Finance Area & Various Improvements
Finance area (4 hrs @ $50 / hr)

$ 200.00

Various improvements and bug fixes (3 hrs)

$ 150.00

Subtotal: 7 hours

$350.00

Total

$700.00

